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Assignment
• Should Hubble change its proprietary period policy?
• Is there a better way to operate Hubble in the
coming years to maintain or increase its science
return per dollar?

• What Hubble instrument(s) or capabilities
constitute a minimum operational set?

• How do we, the scientific community, help the
public “let go” of Hubble some day?
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Assumptions
• Hubble has been NASA’s & ESA’s most
successful astronomy mission

• Current productivity is better than anytime in
observatory history

• Expected productivity should be the same for
the next ~4 years

• Hubble will undergo Senior Review in 2012
and beyond
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Predicted Lifetime
• HST project tracks somewhere between

150-175 separate (depending on the
subsystem level counted) elements and
predicts their Mean Time To Failure, most likely
to fail prior to 2016;

•
•
•
•

Any Science Instrument
Fine Guidance Sensor and Electronics
Solid State Recorder
Telemetry Formatter, Science Data Formatter
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Senior Review
• Peer Review of Operating Missions
• “Performance factors are to include scientific
productivity, technical status, data
dissemination, future plans and expectations,
and budget.”

• Opportunity to get community input for new
methods of operation
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How to Help Hubble
by Richard Tresch Fienberg

Astronauts aboard the shuttle Columbia
released the Hubble Space Telescope back
into free flight after completing a series of
repairs and upgrades on the last servicing
mission in March 2002.
Courtesy NASA.
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magazine and visitors to our Web
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seems that an outcry by astronomers,
and scientific significance, nothing captures the public’s
imagination more than Hubble -- the multi-billion dollar
the US Congress, and the public
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telescope that NASA sent into space 14 years ago.
0
could force O'Keefe to reconsider —
Scientists call it one of the most important scientific
instruments ever made by man, taking pictures of the
and maybe even reverse — his
universe that look back in time and show us how it looked
billions of years ago.

decision.

The most significant development is a January 21st letter from
Senator Barbara Mikulski (D-Maryland) asking O'Keefe to "appoint
a Glance an independent panel of outside experts to fully review and assess all
of the issues surrounding another Hubble servicing mission...and to
gs
report its findings to...both houses of Congress." In a statement
rt
issued the next day, the American Astronomical Society (AAS)
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endorsed Mikulski's call for a public discussion of the pros and cons
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VIDEO

Policy Battle For Hubble
The once ailing Hubble Space Telescope offers
a glimpse of time and space which astronomers
had previously only dreamed about.
VIDEO

Hubble Telescope

as it reveals the deepest part of space ever
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seen, the Hubble space telescope's future is in
jeopardy. Ed Bradley reports.

So in January, many people were stunned when NASA
Administrator Sean O'Keefe came to a conclusion that, in
effect, condemned Hubble to a premature death.
Correspondent Ed Bradley reports.
It was two years ago that the shuttle Columbia flew into space
carrying a new camera to improve the Hubble space
telescope's vision.
It was installed by astronauts making a "house call" to Hubble
to service the telescope and upgrade its hardware.
“The amazing thing about these shuttle visits to Hubble is this
concept of renewing it by using human space flight has
worked out sensationally well,” says Dr. Bruce Margon, the
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Discussion
• Should Hubble change its proprietary period policy?
• Is there a better way to operate Hubble in the
coming years to maintain or increase its science
return per dollar?

• What Hubble instrument(s) or capabilities
constitute a minimum operational set?

• How do we, the scientific community, help the
public “let go” of Hubble some day?
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